F5 and Websense have partnered to protect the enterprise and its employees from today’s threats by providing a unified application access and web security solution. This solution addresses the malware, malicious users, and advanced persistent threats that continue to pervade our networked environments.

With scalable and secure web gateway services provided by the F5 BIG-IP and Websense TRITON solution, you can control business risk with a simple yet comprehensive security posture for both your web-based applications and outbound web users. Your IT department also benefits with a consolidated, single best-of-breed architecture delivering traffic management, SSL offload, forward and reverse SSL proxy, acceleration, malware prevention, URL filtering content filtering, DLP, and more.

**Unify Application Access and Web Security**

The solution offers real-time security services from Websense layered with the scale and efficiency of BIG-IP technology. The solution is designed to meet all your most challenging web, application, access security, and optimization needs simply. The basic services come pre-configured using an F5 iApp for Websense. The solution drastically reduces data center security footprints and architecture complexity.

Protect your enterprise application data from loss or theft, while protecting users accessing the web from main offices and remote or mobile locations. Optimize and load balance web traffic, increase SSL performance, and layer identity and web proxy controls over cloud applications. The result is a secure, fast, and highly available architecture unmatched in security effectiveness and scale of other proxies in the market.
Learn more

For more information about F5 and Websense, visit the Websense solutions page on f5.com.

Protect your applications with the F5 BIG-IP platform and Websense TRITON solution.

Get Flexible Deployments, Comprehensive Web Security

Integration with the BIG-IP platform can be as simple as deploying an iApp for traffic management or through using the iApp for real-time configuration of the reverse proxy BIG-IP functionality.

The Websense TRITON architecture provides inline, real-time defenses for web, email, data, and mobile security powered by Websense ACE (Advanced Classification Engine). ACE gets security updates from the Websense ThreatSeeker Intelligence Cloud, which analyzes 3 to 5 billion requests from more than 900 million endpoints daily.

The TRITON security gateway can be integrated with the BIG-IP platform using an iApp or as a licensed feature in BIG-IP Access Policy Manager (APM). Customers with Websense already deployed can take advantage of the tight integration between the two products; new customers can adopt the Websense Secure Web Gateway technology directly using the BIG-IP platform.

To find out more about how F5 and Websense joint solutions can help your business, contact websense@f5.com or visit the Websense solutions page.